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THURSDAY 15.09.
19:00 - 01:00

-

FRIDAY

21.10

OUT OF CONTROL, BUT REAL!
EXHIBITION BY COOPERATIONS ART
VERNISSAGE AT THE NUITS DES LAMPIONS
GALERIE PRABBELI
Giving up control and giving in to one's impulses. This is how the creations for the exhibition "Out of
control, but real!" came to life, by playing with forms found in nature, plants and their leaves - a
study really. Other materials such as wire and wool were added. Just as with the unravelling of the
wool balls, new ideas popped up and were also reinforced by the emotions of the moment. An out-ofcontrol game of adults? The artist collective cooperationsART is an interdisciplinary and inclusive
artist network founded in Luxembourg that offers creative freedom and platforms for artists to
communicate, learn, realise and present interdisciplinary arts and artworks.

FRIDAY 16. & SATURDAY 17.09
OVER THE WHOLE EVENING
IN HOUSE PRODUCTIONS - CENTRE LOISIRS (LU)
PHOTO EXHIBITION, SHADOW THEATRE & ILLUMINATED
COSTUMES
JARDIN DE WILTZ
In addition to the exciting programme of performances by international and local artists, we are of
course delighted to present performances by Centre Loisirs, our centre for inclusive workshops and
leisure activities, at the Nuits des Lampions again this year. Through participatory workshops, the
Centre Loisirs is organising both a photography exhibition, a shadow theatre and a wandering
performance in which performers in beautifully glowing luminous costumes will move through the
Jardin de Wiltz throughout the evening.

FRIDAY
19:30-20:10

16.
/

&

SATURDAY

20:30-21:10

/

17.09

21:30-22:10

/

22:30-23:10

DIE MAGIE DER ANIMATION
SHORT FILM PROGRAM
4+, WITHOUT DIALOGUES
CINÉ PRABBELI
The short film programme presents seven compact stories from the magical and delicate world of
animals, the beauty of the underwater world of the seas, and above all about friendship. Colourful
characters in imaginative animated landscapes take cinema-goers from the age of four into the
magical world of film. "The Magic of Animation" is an invitation to a fascinating and - perhaps even
the very first - cinema experience.

FRIDAY

16.

19:15-19:40

/

&

SATURDAY

20:50

LADY LIGHTFLOW (DE) &
PERFORMANCE & DRUMS
JARDIN DE WILTZ

-

17.09

21:15

SAKIKO

IDEI

(JP)

Lady Lightflow stands for extravagant live performances of light and form in interaction with a wide
spectrum of colours. With passion and dedication, she reflects the sounds of the environment in her
modern art. Experimental and sensitive, she becomes one with the sound in her performances and
enchants the space in a play of colours. Sakiko Idei teaches percussion and is a member of the
"FourSchlag-Percussion Ensemble", "SaRu-Percussion Duo", and "Japode-Trio". She also works
regularly with dancers, visual artists and film directors.

FRIDAY
20:00

-

16.

20:30

&
/

SATURDAY

21:35

-

17.09

22:05

JONN HAPPI (LU)
SHOW & MAGIC
JARDIN DE WILTZ
Jonn Happi describes himself as modern, elegant and charming. His show is a delicious cocktail of
irony, talent, passion, the unexpected and applause. Jonn Happi is a master of all forms of
expression, be it circus arts, magic or dance. Let us convince you and spend an unforgettable
moment with the incredible Jonn Happi.

FRIDAY 16. & SATURDAY
23:50 - 00:50

17.09

7LAST (LU)
ROCK
JARDIN DE WILTZ
7LasT are two young men from the north of Luxembourg: Sam Aktinson (bingo bongo man) and
RaF Parrinha (guitarist and yodeller) who decided to set Luxembourg "on fire" with rock music.

FRIDAY

16.

19:15-19:30

/

&

SATURDAY

17.09

22:00-22:15

AS WE ARE - 24 FPS
DANCE
JARDIN DE WILTZ

(LU)

24 Fps - that' s the standard video recording speed, i.e. 24 frames per second. A standard that
allows us to see images with optimal fluidity for the human eye. But this exaggerated speed is also
very much in line with the image of our societies today. The dance and choreography duo Catarina
Barbosa and Baptiste Hilbert show us their view of things, a new way of dealing with this flow of
information.

FRIDAY
20:30

-

16.

21:00

&
/

SATURDAY

23:30

HAYATO YAMAGUCHI DANCE & ACROBATICS
JARDIN DE WILTZ

-

17.09

00:00

HAYATONNU...

(JP)

Hayato Yamaguchi comes from Tokyo, Japan and lives in Germany. In his lyrical performance he
reflects two very different cultural backgrounds. In his show "Hayatonnu..." he tells stories about
overcoming difficulties and loneliness, completely without words. What does it take to find
happiness?

SATURDAY
21:00

ONLY

17.09

SYLVIE KREUSCH (BE)
INDIE POP
JARDIN DE WILTZ
Antwerp (BE) based artist Sylvie Kreusch has quickly become one of Europe's most impressive and
electrifying performers in recent years: With a voice somewhere between Lana Del Rey and Kate
Bush, Sylvie Kreusch has found her place in international pop. The artist made her first waves as part
of the bands Soldier's Heart and Warhaus, the solo project of Balthazar's Maarten Devoldere. With
her groundbreaking music and expressive visuals, she has already caused a stir in the fields of
music, film and fashion.

FRIDAY
21:00

ONLY

16.09

TAHITI 80 (FR)
INDIE POP
JARDIN DE WILTZ
Founded by multi-instrumentalists Xavier Boyer, Médéric Gontier, Sylvain Marchand and Pedro
Resende, the Tahiti 80 adventure began in the French cities of Rouen and Paris in the mid-90s.
Tahiti 80, named after a souvenir T-shirt given to Boyer's father in 1980, has released eight
acclaimed albums with new additions Raphaël Léger on drums and Hadrien Grange on keys. Their
full-length debut "Puzzle" was certified gold and included the international hit "Heartbeat", which
established the band throughout Europe and Asia.

FRIDAY
19:30

16.

&

SATURDAY

17.09

LE VIBE (LU)
REGGAE
JARDIN DE WILTZ
Lively, authentic, full of joie de vivre and a bit chaotic: "Le Vibe", a young reggae band from
Luxembourg, consisting of 7 musicians who see themselves as a community or even a family. "The
Vibe" plays a colourful mixture of roots reggae, enriched with genres like Afrobeat, funk and jazz.
The result is honest and positive music that encourages the audience to dance and also makes them
think.

FRIDAY
22:30

16.

&

SATURDAY

BENOIT MARTINY BAND
JAZZ - ROCK
JARDIN DE WILTZ

17.09

(LU)

The Benoit Martiny Band is a jazz-rock band formed in the summer of 2004 somewhere between a
garage in Rammeldang (LU) and the streets of Rotterdam (NL). Their style is based on myriad
influences, including jazz, blues, psychedelia and rock. The music is written by Benoit Martiny
himself and the sound is inspired by the music of Jimi Hendrix, Sun Ra, Soft Machine, Miles Davis,
Nirvana, Charles Mingus, Frank Zappa and Led Zeppelin, among others.

